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Abstract
M16, the Eagle Nebula, is an outstanding H II region where extensive high-mass star formation
is taking place in the Sagittarius Arm, and hosts the remarkable pillars observed with HST. We
made new CO observations of the region in the 12CO J=1–0 and J=2–1 transitions with
NANTEN2. These observations revealed for the first time that a giant molecular cloud of
∼ 1.3× 105 M⊙ is associated with M16, which is elongated vertically to the Galactic plane
over 35 pc at a distance of 1.8 kpc. We found a cavity of the molecular gas of ∼ 10 pc
diameter toward the heart of M16 at (l, b)=(16.95◦, 0.85◦), where more than 10 O-type stars
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and ∼ 400 stars are associated, in addition to a close-by molecular cavity toward a Spitzer
bubble N19 at (l, b)=(17.06◦, 1.0◦). We found three velocity components which show spatially
complementary distribution in the entire M16 giant molecular cloud (GMC) including NGC6611
and N19, suggesting collisional interaction between them. Based on the above results we
frame a hypothesis that collision between the red-shifted and blue-shifted components at a
relative of ∼ 10 km s−1 triggered formation of the O-type stars in the M16 GMC in the last
1-2 Myr. The collision is two fold in the sense that one of the collisional interactions is major
toward the M16 cluster and the other toward N19 with a RCW120 type; the former triggered
most of the O star formation with almost full ionization of the parent gas, and the latter an O
star formation in N19.
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1 Introduction
The high mass stars, O- and early B-type stars, are most energetic in the Galactic disk and dominate
dynamics of the interstellar medium and influence evolution of galaxies. It is therefore crucial to
understand the mechanism of high-mass star formation for a comprehensive understanding of galaxy
evolution. Considerable efforts have been devoted toward this issue and are reviewed by Zinnecker &
Yorke (2007).
O/early B stars ionize H II regions which are often associated with molecular gas, a remnant of
the placental material. H II regions are therefore a primary target to study the mechanisms and initial
conditions for high-mass star formation based on observations of stars and molecular gas. A difficulty
in tracing star formation in H II regions is that the ionization affects significantly the natal gas, which
disperses the gas quickly after star formation. In order to minimize influence due to the ionization
very young star formation is to be chosen for a molecular study, and such samples have to be large
for good statistics. Recent studies of molecular clouds in Orion, Vela, and the Sagittarius Arm are
part of such efforts, which include M42/M43, NGC2023/NGC2024, NGC2068/NGC2071, RCW38,
M20, RCW120 etc.; these H II regions show very young star formation with an age of∼ 105 yr, giving
us hints on the initial cloud conditions and distributions prior to O star formation (e.g., Fukui et al.
2017b; Ohama et al. 2018a; Tsutsumi et al. 2018; Fukui et al. 2016; Torii et al. 2011; Torii et al.
2017; Torii et al. 2015).
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The distance scale affected by the ionization is given as vi× age, where vi ∼ 5 km s
−1 is the
velocity of the ionization front (e.g., Spitzer 1968). An age of 105 yr yields 0.5 pc as the distance,
which is smaller than the typical star forming cloud having a size of a few to ∼ 10 pc. In the regions
having age of more than a fewMyr, molecular gas within a 10 pc radius becomes significantly ionized
if there are ten O stars whose age is ∼2 Myr as in Westerlund2, NGC3603, and [DBS2003]179
(Furukawa et al. 2009; Ohama et al. 2010; Fukui et al. 2014; Fukui et al. 2018). The natal gas directly
related to star formation is already lost, whereas it is possible that the rest of the gas outside 10 pc
still holds a hint on the cloud initial conditions and interactions.
It is noteworthy that recent observations suggest a possibility that cloud-cloud collision may
be triggering O/early B star formation in H II regions. The M16, the Eagle Nebula, in the Sagittarius
Arm, is one of the best-known high-mass star formation sites (for review, see Oliveira 2008; Figure
1a) at a distance of 1.8 kpc (Bonatto et al. 2006; Dufton et al. 2006; Guarcello et al. 2007) which
consists of an open cluster NGC6611, an H II region known as Sh2-49 (Sharpless 1959), Gum83
(Gum 1955), RCW165 (Rodgers et al. 1960) or W37 (Westerhout 1958), some bright rimmed clouds
(e.g., Sugitani et al. 1991), and molecular clouds (Dame et al. 2001). NGC6611 consists of 52 OB
stars (Evans et al. 2005) including O4 star HD168076. The age and total mass of the NGC6611
population are estimated to be 1.3±0.3 Myr (Bonatto et al. 2006) and ∼ 2.5× 104 M⊙ (Wolff et al.
2007), respectively. The Initial Mass Function (IMF) in the cluster is measured to be similar to a
Salpeter IMF with a slope of −1.52 for the entire cluster (R < 6.5 pc), whereas relatively flat with a
slope of−0.62 for the cluster core (R< 0.7 pc) (Bonatto et al. 2006). M16 is also remarkable because
it exhibits spectacular pillars (also called elephant trunks; Figure 1b), a remnant of the placental
molecular gas being ionized by the formed O stars (e.g., Hester et al. 1996; Levay et al. 2015). The
dense molecular cores, known as evaporating gaseous globules (EGGs), are observed at the surface
of the pillars (Hester et al. 1996), whereas association with a massive YSO is rare (McCaughrean
& Andersen 2002), and there were no strong evidence for triggered star formation (Hester & Desch
2005; Indebetouw et al. 2007). The associated molecular material, most likely the parent material
forming the stars, may be imagined indirectly from optical obscurations in the north and south of the
Eagle Nebula, whereas direct mm/sub-mm observations of molecular gas were not made in a large
scale, and a full picture of the cloud did not emerge so far. We carried out new CO J=1–0 and 2–1
observations with NANTEN2 toward M16 and have revealed the whole cloud and its surroundings
for the first time at angular resolutions suitable to study star formation and cloud interaction with an
H II region. The present paper gives the first results of these observations. The paper is organized as
follows; Section 2 provides description of CO observations, and Section 3 presents the CO results.
Section 4 presents a cloud-cloud collision model and Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Observations
2.1 12CO J=1–0 with NANTEN2 telescope
The observations of 12CO J=1–0 emission line at 115 GHz were performed by the NANTEN2
4-m submillimeter telescope of Nagoya University (Mizuno & Fukui 2004) and were conducted
from January 2012 to January 2013. The front end was a 4 K cooled superconductor-insulator-
superconductor (SIS) mixer receiver. The double-sideband (DSB) system noise temperature was
typically measured to be 110 K toward the zenith including the atmosphere. The back end was a dig-
ital Fourier transform spectrometer (DFS) with 16,384 channels of 1 GHz bandwidth, corresponding
to a velocity coverage and resolution of 2,600 km s−1 and 0.16 km s−1, respectively. The on-the-fly
(OTF) mapping mode was used for the observations, and each observation was carried on a submap
which has an area of one deg2. The pointing accuracy was checked every 3 hours and achieved within
an offset of 25′′. The absolute intensity was calibrated by observing IRAS 16293-2422. After initial
data reductions, the final beam size (FWHM) is 180′′, and the typical noise level is 0.42 K in Tmb
scale.
2.2 12CO and 13CO J=2–1 with NANTEN2 telescope
The observations of 12CO and 13CO J=2–1 lines were also carried out with the NANTEN2 telescope
in November 2015 to obtain improved angular resolution data. The area of 0.2◦× 0.2◦ in the center
of M16 GMC were observed with an angular resolution of 90′′. A 230 GHz band SIS receiver was
used in DSB mode with a typical system noise temperature 200 K during observations. The back end
was DFS with a velocity coverage and resolution of 1,300 km s−1 and 0.08 km s−1, respectively. The
on-the-fly (OTF) mapping mode was used for the observations. The pointing accuracy was checked
every 3 hours and achieved within an offset of 10′′. The absolute intensity was calibrated by observing
M17 SW. After initial data reductions, the final beam size (FWHM) is 90′′, and the typical noise level
is 1.8 K in Tmb scale.
3 Results
Figure 1c shows large-scale integrated intensity distribution of the 12CO J=1–0 emission in a 3.5◦×
2◦ region of the M16 and M17 giant molecular clouds (GMCs) obtained with NANTEN2 telescope.
M16 is away from the Galactic plane peaked at (l, b)=(17.03◦, 0.87◦) and M17 at (l, b)=(15.00◦,
−0.67◦). There are several less bright clouds between the two GMCs.
Figure 2a shows integrated intensity distribution of the 12CO J=1–0 emission toward M16.
The GMC has a main ridge vertical to the plane with a length of ∼ 35 pc. The peak column density
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is estimated to be 1.7× 1022 cm−2 usingXCO factor of 1.0× 10
20 cm−2 K−1 km−1 s (Okamoto et al.
2017). The total mass of the M16 is estimated to be 1.3× 105 M⊙. Figure 2b shows an overlay of
the CO contours with the Spitzer infrared image at 8 µm. The M16 cluster is located at the south of
the main CO peak, where CO emission shows a sharp decrease. The size of this CO cavity is ∼ 10
pc in diameter. The pillars are located in the cavity at (l, b)=(16.94◦, 0.77◦). We found another small
depression of CO intensity at (l, b)=(17.1◦, 1.0◦), which corresponds to the O9 star W584 (Walker
1961) the exciting source of a Spitzer bubble N19 (Churchwell et al. 2006) in the north edge of the
M16 GMC.We found no high-mass star formation signature in the GMC below b< 0.6◦ except for an
O8 star HD168504. Figure 3 shows a latitude-velocity diagram of the M16 GMC. There is a distinct
difference in velocity of the GMC along the Galactic latitude; the GMC above b= 0.7◦ has two peaks
at 19.5 km s−1 and 25 km s−1, while that below b= 0.8◦ is singly peaked at 23 km s−1. So, only the
upper side of the GMC is associated with the blue-shifted component.
Figure 4 shows velocity channel distributions of 12CO J=1–0 emission. The M16 GMC can
be divided into three different velocity structures: the blue-shifted component (vLSR=14.8–18.8 km
s−1), the main component (vLSR=18.8–26.8 km s
−1), and the red-shifted component (vLSR=26.8–
30.8 km s−1). The red-shifted component is mainly distributed in the north side of the cluster and
clearly corresponds to the depression at the Spitzer bubble N19. The main component consists of the
main ridge of M16, which is elongated with the Galactic latitude. The depression of CO intensity
around the M16 H II region is in the main component. The red-shifted component consists of weak
emission surrounding the cluster and a diffuse tail-like structure which is distributed toward the south
of the cluster.
Pound (1998) observed the Elephant Trunks with 12CO J=1–0 line using BIMA interferom-
eter, and found the pillars are associated with molecular gas with a velocity of vLSR= 20–27 km
s−1. They also found a 18–20 km s−1 component and a 27–31 km s−1 component at the position
of the pillars (see Figure 3 of Pound 1998), but these components have no coincidence with optical
dark structures. Figure 5 shows comparisons of an optical image and velocity structures of the CO
emission in a large scale. The blue-shifted component shows clear anti-correlation with the Spitzer
bubble N19 except for the lower side in b. The main component is distributed around the H II region
and likely corresponds to the optical dark structure, especially at the north side of the H II region.
The red-shifted component is not coincident with optical structures. The correspondence between an
optical image and CO velocity structures are roughly similar with Pound (1998).
We find complementary distribution between the blue-shifted component and the main com-
ponent (Figure 6). The blue-shifted component surrounds the main component at the north side of the
H II region. In the lower side in latitude, the blue-shifted component also seems to surround the main
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component, and an O8 star HD168504 is located on the border of the two components. The depres-
sion likely represents a cavity formed by ionization, whereas the extension of the depression below
b = 0.7◦ may not be due to ionization but an intrinsic cloud distribution. Figure 7 shows a close-up
view of M16 H II region with the blue-shifted component and the red-shifted component, which also
show complementary distribution. The red-shifted component has a peak at (l, b)=(17.02◦, 0.87◦) on
the north side of the H II region, behind the local peak of the blue-shifted component along the di-
rection of the cluster. The red-shifted component has a local peak intensity at (l, b)=(16.92◦, 0.78◦),
which corresponds to the intensity depression of the blue-shifted component.
Figure 8 shows close-up channel maps for an area of 0.2◦×0.2◦centered on M16, and Figure 9
shows complementary distribution of the blue-shifted component and the red-shifted component. The
red-shifted component has a clump with size of 1 pc × 3 pc which consists of two local peaks. The
blue-shifted component shows four local peaks which is located at (l, b)=(17.01◦, 0.83◦), (17.05◦,
0.83◦), (16.92◦, 0.98◦), and (16.99◦, 0.98◦). The red-shifted component is located between the local
peaks of the blue-shifted component. Figure 10 shows distribution of the line intensity ratio between
the J=2–1 and J=1–0 transitions in the blue-shifted component and the red-shifted component. The
ratio is typically∼ 0.6 for molecular clouds without H II region (Yoda et al. 2010) and> 0.8 for GMC
with H II region (Nishimura et al. 2015). Both velocity ranges show high ratios above 0.8, supporting
their association with the O star cluster.
4 Discussion
In the present study we found that the M16 cloud consists of three velocity components with signifi-
cantly different spatial distributions. A careful inspection of the velocity channel distributions in the
12CO J=1–0 transition revealed that the blue-shifted component (vLSR=14.8–18.8 km s
−1) and the
main component (vLSR=22.8–26.8 km s
−1) show complementarity on a large scale. The complemen-
tary distribution in different velocity channels is possible evidence for collision between those clouds
(e.g., Furukawa et al. 2009; Ohama et al. 2010; Dobashi et al. 2014; Shimoikura et al. 2013; Fukui et
al. 2017b; Habe & Ohta 1992; Takahira et al. 2014; Matsumoto et al. 2015). The isolated O star W584
in the Spitzer bubble N19, is located on the border of two velocity components, indicating that the
stars was possibly formed by cloud-cloud collision following a scheme proposed for a Spitzer bubble
RCW120 by Torii et al. (2015), where a small cloud collided with the large cloud, created a cavity and
compressed a layer in the large cloud. Since the velocity separation of the two clouds is high (∼8 km
s−1), cloud collision is able to achieve high mass accretion rate up to 10−3–10−4 M⊙ yr
−1 (Inoue &
Fukui 2013) if they once collided. HD168504 located on the border of the two velocity components
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also suggests that the star formation was triggered by the collision of the clouds.
For the small scale, we also found complementary distribution of CO gas around the M16
cluster between the blue-shifted component (vLSR=14.8–18.8 km s
−1) and the red-shifted component
(vLSR=26.8–30.8 km s
−1). From detailed comparisons of the CO J=2–1 distributions (Figure 9), the
two velocity components are likely colliding. The high intensity ratios (> 0.8) of the two components
indicate their association with the O star cluster that supports colliding scenario. O stars are located in
the area where both blue- and red-shifted components are distributed (Figure 7). O stars show elon-
gated distribution in the north–south direction, while the red-shifted component also shows elongated
distribution with the north–south direction. At the north to the cluster, the blue-component remains
in molecular state, whereas at the south, most of the blue-shifted component is ionized and observed
as the cavity in CO emission. The radial velocity of the ionized gas is estimated to be ∼ 15.5 km s−1
(Georgelin & Georgelin 1970). This asymmetric CO distribution along the cluster can be interpreted
as a difference of the initial gas distribution and/or an age gradient of the cluster members. Guarcello
et al. (2010) found a stellar age gradient in NGC6611, where the southern part of the cluster is older
with an age of 2.6 Myr and the northern part in younger with an age of 0.3 Myr. The radial velocity
of NGC6611 member is estimated to be ∼ 15 km s−1 (Bosch et al. 1999; Evans et al. 2005), which is
lower than the velocity of the molecular gas. This is consistent with the collision scenario because the
gas exchanges momentum effectively in the colliding clouds, whereas interaction between stars and
gas occurs much less. In the collision scenario, stars are formed quickly after the collisional event
in order of 105 yr, and therefore, stars are expected to keep the initial velocity of the colliding main
cloud. It is impossible to construct a collision picture of the clouds into detail related to NGC6611
formation because the O star cluster heavily ionized surrounding molecular material which contains
its initial conditions. We, however, conclude from the above circumstances, the NGC6611 cluster is
possibly formed by cloud-cloud collision. The velocity separation 10 km s−1 can produce high-mass
stars by collision (Inoue & Fukui 2013). The collision time scale at the north of the H II region is
roughly estimated to be ∼ 3×105 yr as the cloud size (∼ 3 pc) divided by velocity separation (10 km
s−1). The collision may be still on-going in the GMC, and therefore, it is a lower limit for the collision
of the whole star formation region probably triggered formation of NGC6611. By considering more
than 20 cases of O star formation triggered by cloud-cloud collision (e.g., Fukui et al. 2015; Fukui et
al. 2017a; Fukui et al. 2018; Ohama et al. 2018a; Ohama et al. 2018b; Nishimura et al. 2018; Tsutsumi
et al. 2018 etc. see Section 1), it is a viable scenario that the collision triggered formation of the O
stars in M16 and N19 via strong shock compression.
To sum up, the M16 GMC experienced cloud-cloud collision with two collisional spots with
O star formation. One toward the M16 O star cluster with high column density and the other toward
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a single O star W584 in N19. In the M16 region ionization is significant in dispersing the two parent
clouds and only a remnant of the main cloud is seen as the pillars currently. The two colliding clouds
are still largely surviving in N19 with much less ionization. The process has a collision timescale in
the order of Myr.
Formation of N19 is very likely driven by collision, and the molecular circumstance of M16
is consistent with the collision scenario. Nonetheless, the present scenario does not exclude another
possibility that the GMC collapsed gravitationally without triggering because the cloud dissipation
by ionization in M16 hampers to directly watch the cloud-cloud collision toward M16. This is a usual
limitation in testing a collision scenario under strong ionization. The M16-M17 region has several
CO clouds along the Galactic plane (Figure 1). They may be potential candidates for future active star
formation because the high number density of GMC favors more frequent collision than the average
in the Galactic disk. Cloud-cloud collision triggering massive cluster in M17 has been also discovered
by (Nishimura et al. 2018). The mean free time of GMC collision is less than 10 Myr within the solar
circle (Tachihara et al. 2017), and the M16-M17 region, where the GMC number density is probably
enhanced in the Sagittarius Arm, has an even shorter mean free time, favoring collision. The vertical
distribution at the high Galactic latitude around 1 degree suggests that the M16 GMC was formed by
some active event which lifted up molecular gas ∼ 100 pc above the Galactic plane, possibly being
driven by a massive stellar cluster in the last ∼ 10Myr. The M17 GMC may share a common origin,
and the present collision in M16 may have been driven by such an active event.
5 Conclusions
We made a large-scale CO observations of the region of M16, the Eagle Nebula, and a Spitzer bubble
N19 in the CO J =1–0 and J =2–1 transitions with NANTEN2. A giant molecular cloud of 4×
105 M⊙ is associated with M16, which is elongated vertically to the Galactic plane over 35 pc at a
distance of 1.8 kpc. The cloud consists of two velocity components in its northern region of ∼ 20 pc
length, and the two components show spatial correlations as complementary distribution suggesting
the dynamical interaction. We summarize the present work as follows;
1. The M16 GMC has a size of 20 pc × 35 pc in l and b, and shows three velocity components of
14.8–18.8 km s−1 (blue-shifted component), 22.8–28.8 km s−1 (main component) and 28.8–30.8
km s−1 (red-shifted component). The total mass of the GMC is estimated to be 1.3×105 M⊙from
12CO J=1–0 transition by using an XCO factor.
2. The GMC is associated with 52 OB stars most of which are within the Eagle Nebula, and the O
stars are lined up in a straight line of ∼ 10 pc with a position angle of ∼ 45 deg. We see a clear
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intensity depression of molecular gas toward the O stars which are likely due to photo ionization;
one is toward the heart of the Eagle Nebula at (l,b=16.95◦, 0.85◦) and the other toward the Spitzer
bubble N19 (l,b=17.06◦, 1.0◦).
3. We find complementary distribution between the blue-shifted and main components toward the
entire M16 GMC and between the red-shifted and blue-shifted components toward the center of
NGC6611 cluster. The molecular distribution in N19 is not fully ionized yet probably because the
ultraviolet flux of the exciting star of N19, a O9 star, is not strong enough to ionize the molecular
gas in the order of Myr. Contrary, the molecular gas which were distributed toward the heart of
M16 was almost fully ionized by the 11 O stars, and there remain several small cloudlets at 25 km
s−1, which are still surviving against the photo ionization and are seen as the pillars resolved with
the HST. The ionization is due to the enhanced ultraviolet flux by the 11 O stars in M16.
4. Based on the above results we hypothesize that collision between the blue-shifted and red-shifted
components at a relative of ∼ 10 km s−1 triggered formation of the O stars in the M16 GMC. The
collision is two fold in the sense that one of them is toward M16 and the other toward N19. The
collision timescale is estimated to be ∼ 3× 105 yr from the cloud size and velocity separation.
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Fig. 1. (a) Optical composite image of the Eagle Nebula taken with the 0.9 m telescope at the Kitt Peak Observatory with the NOAO Mosaic CCD camera
(Credit: T.A.Rector, B.A.Wolpa and NOAO). Green, blue and red show Hα, [O III] and [S II]. The pillars in Elephant Trunks are labeled from I to V. The Spitzer
bubble N19 (Churchwell et al. 2006), the bright rimed cloud SFO30 (Sugitani et al. 1991) and other famous objects (Oliveira 2008) are labeled in the figure.
Black dashed lines indicate the region shown in Figure 1b. (b) Optical multicolor images of the Elephant Trunks taken with Hubble Space Telescope with
WFC3/UVIS (Levay et al. 2015). Green, blue and red show Hα, [O III] and [S II]. (c) Large-scale 12CO J=1–0 distributions toward the Sagittarius-Carina Arm
taken with the NANTEN2 telescope. The intensity is integrated over 0 to 40 km s−1. White dotted boxes indicate the area of M16 and M17 GMCs. Blue
dashed lines indicate the region shown in Figure 1a.
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Fig. 2. (a) An integrated intensity map of 12CO J=1–0 toward M16. The velocity range used for the integration is 0.0 km s−1 to 40.0 km s−1. Green open
circles and blue dots indicate O and B stars (Evans et al. 2005), respectively. (b) Distribution of the Spitzer 8 µm image superposed on the contours of the
integrated intensity of 12CO J=1–0 shown in Figure 2a. The contours are plotted at every 25 K km s−1 from 55 K km s−1. Green open circles and red dots
indicate O and B stars, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Latitude-velocity (b-v) diagram of the M16 GMC for the emission of 12CO J=1–0. Spectra in the longitude range between l =17.5◦ and 16.5 ◦ are
used to produce the diagram.
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Fig. 4. Velocity channel map of of the 12CO J=1–0 emission at a velocity step of 2 km s−1 toward M16, using the same observed area as Figure 2.
The velocity range used for averaging are indicated in the top of each panel. Green open circles and blue dots indicate O and B stars (Evans et al. 2005),
respectively.
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Fig. 5. Optical images of M16 H II region. The DSS Red and DSS Blue images are shown in red and blue, respectively. The averaged image of DSS Red
and DSS Blue is used for green. Contours indicate integrated intensity of 12CO J=1–0 emission in the velocity range of (a) 14.8–18.8 km s−1 with contour
levels for every 8 K km s−1 from 12 K km s−1, (b) 22.8–26.8 km s−1 with contour levels for every 15 K km s−1 from 25 K km s−1, and (c) 26.8–30.8 km
s
−1 with contour levels for every 5 K km s−1 from 7 K km s−1.
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Fig. 6. Large-scale complementary distributions of the two velocity distributions of 12CO J=1–0 emission. Image indicates integrated intensity of blue-shifted
component at the velocity range of 14.8 km s−1 – 18.8 km s−1. Contours indicate integrated intensity of main component at the velocity range of 22.8 km
s
−1 – 26.8 km s−1 with contour levels for every 15 K km s−1 from 25 K km s−1. Green open circles and blue dots indicate O and B stars (Evans et al.
2005), respectively.
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Fig. 7. The complementary distributions for M16 region. Image indicates integrated intensity of blue-shifted component at the velocity range of 14.8 km s−1
– 18.8 km s−1. Contours indicate integrated intensity of red-shifted component at the velocity range of 26.8 km s−1 – 30.8 km s−1 with contour levels for
every 5 K km s−1 from 7 K km s−1. Green open circles and blue dots indicate O and B stars (Evans et al. 2005), respectively. White dotted box indicates
observation field of 12CO J=2–1 shown in Figure 8.
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Fig. 8. Velocity channel map of of the 12CO J=2–1 emission at a velocity step of 2 km s−1 toward the center region of M16. The velocity range used for
averaging are indicated in the top of each panel. Green open circles and blue dots indicate O and B stars (Evans et al. 2005), respectively.
Fig. 9. The complementary distributions for the center region of M16. Image and contours indicate blue-shifted component and red-shifted component,
respectively, for (a) 12CO J=2–1 emission with contour levels for every 4.5 K km s−1 and (b) 13CO J=2–1 emission with contour levels for every 2.5 K km
s
−1. Green open circles and blue dots indicate O and B stars (Evans et al. 2005), respectively.
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Fig. 10. Distribution of the 12CO J=2–1 / J=1–0 intensity ratio for (a) blue-shifted component and (b) red-shifted component. Green open circles and blue
dots indicate O and B stars (Evans et al. 2005), respectively.
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